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Abstract: The principles and procedures for managing technical data changes specifically addressed 

by Product Lifecycle Management systems are examined in the context of fast changing and serially 

produced technical objects. Attempts to combine functionalities provided by PLM systems lead to 

choices that are irreconcilable with fully automated management. The expected outcomes should thus 

be put into perspective. The theoretical issues relate to the foundations of identity and discernibility, 

oneness and multiplicity, changes and invariances explored in this paper. Along the lines of E.F. 

Codd�s algebra, a formal approach to object naming is proposed in order to communicate strategies for 

managing relationships. The interchangeability of objects and relations, compositions and use contexts 

is relatively and conditionally redefined. The strategies for managing configuration changes are 

optimized using two generic principles that aim to preserve invariances or design new constructible 

ones. Those principles come into play depending on how industrial settings combine redesign 

(innovation) and production (serial production) rates. These investigations drew upon multiannual 

research conducted in manufacturing (in particular, aeronautics) as well as health care, and led to 

experimental corporate applications. The major PLM solutions in the market were examined.  
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Introduction 

 

Firms must manage products, facilities and projects that are deeply complex and fast changing. This 

accounts for millions of definition references and even more manufactured items with successive 

versions and related documents throughout their lifecycles. To ensure the reliability of definitions, 

operations and operational maintenance, they must be able to ensure the consistency and quality of all 

the technical data, that is, tracking events, necessary changes, potential across-the-board impacts, non-

compliance, actions, etc. These demands intensify in a diversified economy where a host of new 

products come and go on the market at a fast pace. To become more competitive, reduce cycle times 

and costs, enhance responsiveness and control increasingly complex products and processes, firms 

must use IT and connect, gradually or simultaneously, all the functional areas, including R&D, 

engineering, marketing, quality, purchases, etc. Many of them are moving into PLM-type solutions. 

These are enterprise tools, ERP systems both modular and integrated around a single kernel1 (Mostefai 

and Batouche, 2005) that can handle product lifecycles (Batenburg and al.; 2005; Pol and al., 2005) 

from their design to their disposal (Stark and al. 2004; Amann, 2002). In other words, they is a 

modulated and integrated software set that processes and shares among the various stakeholders all the 

firm�s data about products and processes related to innovation and evolution. To implement these 

instruments and quickly reap the expected benefits, firms must make extensive efforts and 

investments. We felt that it was important to address these solutions to examine how the selected 

options for managing technical data changes operate and figure out in what ways these options meet 

the needs and potentially help control these changes, particularly when changes translate into many 

impacts on configurations. According to the promoters of PLM solutions, the key to managing 

technical data effectively lies in configuration management, which should provide comprehensive 

knowledge of the technical data related to a program, a project or a product. 

 

                                                        
1 In an IT sense, a single kernel provides an alternative structure to heterogeneous systems interfacing software solutions having their own 

kernel and specific to each functional area [design, production, finance, etc.] 
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The following aeronautics example (source: Rome AFP) provides a snapshot of the implications. On 

August 6th, 2005, an ATR-722 airliner tragically attempted a sea landing off the Sicilian coast. Its two 

engines had shut down a few minutes before. The accident was mainly caused by an error in installing 

the fuel gauge. The ATR-72 crew thought they had 790 gallons of jet fuel. The day before a 

maintenance technician had to replace the gauge and the IT system suggested an ATR42 gauge, which 

was supposedly interchangeable in size and connection configuration. Only a small label indicated the 

capacity of each tank and the tank of the ATR-42 had half the capacity of the ATR-72 tank. Outdoor 

and in-cabin checks had detected nothing suspicious with respect to the tolerance margins of the 

manufacturer. So, was this computer error or human error? The interchangeability did not have an 

absolute but a limited value (relevant under some conditions unspecified by computers). Had we 

looked at the software3 or pharmaceutical4 industry, the issues would have been similar.  

 

In order to manage configuration changes, PLM systems provide a wide variety of functionalities, 

including management by date or applicability 5  rank, updates factoring in tree structures of 

standardized codifications, use cases, interchangeabilities, etc. At first glance, managing the technical 

data of a given industry would simply require selecting the necessary and appropriate functionalities 

provided. This is no easy task (Eicher and al., 1984; Hatchuel, Sardas and Weil, 1988). Functionalities 

underpin management formalisms (for serial or unit production, with or without assembly, etc.) from 

                                                        
2 EADS subsidiary, a worldwide leader in turboprop aircrafts.  

3 For example, the explosion of the first Ariane 5 rocket due (according to the report of the inquiry board) to the Inertial Reference System 

(IRS, which was reused from Ariane 4 (allegedly full interchangeability). Ariane 5, with its more powerful engines, tipped faster than Ariane 

4 to pick up the acceleration caused by the earth�s rotation. The IRS software misinterpreted this tipping of Ariane 5 as non compliant with 

the launch plan (of Ariane 4) and mistakenly ordered to perform a major path correction in response to a deviation that had not actually 

occurred.  

4 A generic medication comes with the same pharmacological substance (active ingredient), dosage form, route of administration, dosage and 

information (clinical research, health authorities) as the medication that it is a copy of. It is interchangeable with the original dose and 

therapeutically equivalent. But it is difficult to prove this and clinical studies are indirectly validated through bioequivalence. It is also the 

case for original medications in the event of formulation, process or manufacturing site changes.  

5 The term effectivity is also used to express the difference between applicable and applied. Effectivity conveys the quality of alignment 

between what one effectively does and what one intended to do.  
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which they originate. These functionalities spring from the software application of actual (observed) or 

imaginary (expected) industrial practices that served as a model for their design. Customizing the use 

of PLM tools designed in this way by transcribing adequately the desired activity involves choosing 

the right formalism(s) and modeling the activity on it/them, even if this requires adapting some 

practices to the formalisms or, if possible, adapting the formalisms. This touches on the subtle 

relationships between information systems, individuals and organizations (Marciniak and Rowe, 

2008). How can a user manual of a tool adaptable to widely different manufacturing activities 

transcribe hybrid activities combining intensive innovation and serial production), and frequently 

involving many impacts on configurations? 

 

We thus set out to understand the logic of the formalisms underpinned by PLM functionalities and 

how they combine for some hybrid activities, based on the premise that a firm may have to mix 

intensive innovation and serial production at some stage of its evolution for some or all of their 

business. Regarding hybrid activities, the findings suggest that the issue of managing waves of change 

has not been solved at a conceptual and practical level. In actual fact, attempts to combine PLM 

functionalities lead to choices that are irreconcilable with automated processing, and thus the expected 

outcomes should be considered with caution. The first section of the paper addresses this question. 

Accordingly, we strove to define the conditions and principles of automated management of hybrid 

activities, in particular using the concept of relative and conditional interchangeability. We also used a 

new conception of object identity and naming that binds together their composition and use 

configurations in an automatable way. In the second section, we explore the various theoretical and 

historical aspects and eventually sketch out a typology of the possible formalisms for managing 

configuration changes according to generic manufacturing settings variously combining innovation 

and serial production. This will be discussed in the second section. 

 

1. PLM and configuration change management: industrial issues and theoretical discussion 
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Product Lifecycle Management (P.L.M) tools leverage cutting-edge technology that emerged in the 

world of aeronautics and automotive projects and spread out to other industrial sectors6 . �PLM 

technology originated in the management systems of technical data (� ) initially adopted in aerospace 

and automotive industries, and gradually spread to other more traditional industries in the early 2000s 

with solutions developed by companies such as Dassault Systèmes, Siemens or PTC� (Merminod, 

Mothe, Rowe, 2009). PLM systems offer all stakeholders a streamlined environment7 as well as a 

single database for modeling 8  objects, processes 9  (Grieves 2006) and knowledge (Benbya and 

Meissonier 2007). They make it possible to manage items (generic term referring to a raw material, a 

component, a subset, a finished product), bills of materials (product tree structure), records (design, 

production, etc), modifications and their applicability (effectivity), configurations (variants, options, 

substitution, etc.), tracking down use contexts (all the products from which a part is assembled), and 

reuse existing data within other products, etc.  

 

In some fields or industries10, PLM applications have been positively evaluated both in terms of 

productivity and reliability of the development process. But what about firms whose existence 

depends on proactive innovation generating �multi-form� objects and on serial production of such 

objects? A �multi-form� object is a technical object that can take many forms undifferentiated by 

distinct names but not interchangeable. This is different from the multi-view concept that represents a 

technical object exploitable in various contexts 11  related to various viewpoints 12  of the business 

players involved in the lifecycle (Bernard, 1996). The concept of �multi-view� has generated research 

in PLM and product development (Gomes and Sagot, 2002; Bronsvoort and Noort, 2004; Bouiki and                                                         
6 Discrete and continuous manufacturing 

7 The ergonomics of a single man-machine interface may be preferable (for trainings, application changes, etc.) to that of multiple interfaces 

in heterogeneous environments.  

8 Technical data, specifications, bills of materials, lines (etc.) and process sequencing. 

9 Automation of specific design or production tasks  

10 For example, home appliances within the Groupe Seb Moulinex (Merminod, Mothe, Rowe 2009) 

11 In the sense of design context [Rehman & Yan 2007] and product �configuration�. 

12 Structural, technological, geometrical, functional, behavioral or contextual 
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al., 2008; Noel, 2006; IBM and Dassault Systèmes, 2008). The construction and evolution of each 

view and the control of consistency in the constructed model are still relevant issues (Bernard & Perry, 

2003) as the combinatory complexity of possible relationships brings into focus relational algebra and 

identity semantics. The concept of �multi-form� is an object concept emerging from fast-changing 

environments where lead times no longer make it possible to either perform combinatory risk analysis 

likely to guarantee total use equivalence or to single out all scenarios as massive amounts of 

information build up in databases and related documents. The concept of �multi-form� enables 

designers to handle configurations by blending contents and contexts based on the principle of relative 

identity, which is somehow paradoxical from the perspective of absolute identity.  

 

Does the user manual of PLM software accommodate usage suited to this kind of object? To answer 

this question, we first need to understand the various possible uses provided by PLM and how this 

paradoxical �multi-form� object comes into being (see 1.3). 

 

1.1.  Topping changes to make a copy compared to the original 

 

To begin with, a technical object is simply defined as a set of interrelated elements (Simondon, 1957) 

that are operationally tied together. This takes the form of a list of the elements that make up the object 

as well as instructions on how to build it. The documentation that comes with self-assembly products 

is a case in point of this simple scenario. Let�s assume that in the early stages the object definition (its 

composition and manufacturing method13) is shared by all stakeholders and constitutes the original 

and single manufacturing standard. This definition cannot remain unchanged over time because of 

innovation (in particular incremental innovation) and the necessity to correct errors, prevent risks and 

improve the quality of products. It will thus evolve as it goes through changes. These changes are 

processed and ranked based on generated impacts. One way to handle the successive versions of the                                                         
13 The composition of an object restrains the connectedness of possible relationships between objects (such as �parents-children� only and 

supported by most information systems). But the incompleteness of the designers� algebra holds true whatever the possible initial 

connectedness.  
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definition is to measure the discrepancies with the original definition by keeping track of the changes 

that occurred. In this logic, the technical object is defined in its original definition along with 

modifications applicable to given copies.  This is how the various stakeholders can coordinate their 

activities (Giacomoni and Sardas, 2011). Based on a date, a customer contract or a given rank (copy 

number of the object) usually discussed according to the existing inventory in order to limit 

obsolescence, any change must be recorded. The following example perfectly illuminates this practice: 

�Engine tuning, modification of a door or electric wire, every week (etc.), about 50 new modifications. 

These painstakingly rigorous operations of impact analysis on applicable documentation, use cases, 

outcome simulation and synthesis are performed very slowly compared to other industries. No wonder 

when each modification (� ) translates into a change at the Kourou spaceport and specifically on the 

launcher.  And given it is worth 130 million euros, it�s better not to go wrong. With 25 successful 

commercial launches for only 4 failures, in late February 2007, Ariane 5 is aiming for excellence.� 

(Fodor, 2008). A simple way to understand this logic is to consider the example of a product manual 

intended for consumers from different countries whose respective legal provisions (norms, regulations, 

etc.) do not evolve harmoniously. A manual must always comply with the current legal provisions 

(formulation, information, disclaimers, etc.). Let�s consider that the product remains unchanged and 

that the manual alone must be adapted to the changing regulations in one of the covered countries. A 

manual designed with a language page (page 1 in French, page 2 in Russian, page 3 in Chinese, etc.) � 

in the event that the applicable norm in one given country comes into effect at a given date � presents 

no other choice but to reprint the entire manual that must be packed into the boxes at the scheduled 

date, mentioning the modification n°X on page X. Accordingly, to monitor the right version of the 

manual corresponding to a product sold at a given date and country, it is necessary to make sure that 

modification n°X on page n°X is actually featured, compared to the original version. A plethora of 

scenarios fit into this pattern. One example is a medication (elements of a technical object) 

prescription (definition of a technical object) for a hospitalized patient. The prescription may change at 

each doctor�s visit and according to the patient�s condition. A medication can be replaced or its dosage 

readjusted. This is name-based management (the patient�s name), the latest version (date of last visit) 

of the whole prescription (for this particular patient) becomes the benchmark to avoid any clashing 
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medication errors. This managing philosophy is essentially safety-driven and is solely appropriate for 

unit or short-run productions.  The example of the manual, which spans the entire definition of the 

equipment (composition, materials, configuration, etc.) just goes to show how inconvenient and costly 

systematic republishing after each page modification would be. Massive documentation would be 

required for industrial equipment. Serial production would be impossible in these conditions. Besides, 

this practice poorly tolerates maintenance constraints. The replacement of a constituent part of the 

whole object cannot be considered separately and involves the entire duplication of the object. 

Replacing one page means that the whole manual should be replaced. In order to specialize 

productions, build responsiveness, ensure restocking and serially produce the various elements, one 

prerequisite is to have a definition of each element manageable independently of the object as a whole. 

Accordingly, the definition of each element must specify whatever change it has gone through and a 

set of elements must accurately build in the changes scheduled at a given rank (date, etc.).  We will 

now discuss this issue.  

 

1.2. Renaming the changed element in the duplicated composition: the principle of 

interchangeability 

 

In contrast to the previous formalism where each object was identified as a whole, a single 

identification (standardized codification)14 is now assigned to each element. It is consistent with its 

definition15 and adequate to duplicate the object. If we take up the example of the multilingual manual, 

this comes down to designing as many different manuals as there are different languages. Each would 

have its own identification and be duplicated independently. Evidently, should the norm of a given 

country change, only the manual intended for the country involved would have to be amended and 

identified differently to avoid any confusion between the successive versions. But once the right copy 

of the manual is packed into the box, how to locate the boxes intended for the countries where the 

norm has changed? There are several solutions to consider. Stocks of the previous version may run out                                                         
14 Alphanumerics 

15 Set of definition records, technical data, plans, CAD models, etc. 
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before stocks of the new version build up. But this solution is not always possible, for example due to 

restocking or maintenance. All versions must be available in the event a customer wants to replace 

equipment by a strictly identical model or request standard replacement. Besides, an English version is 

not solely limited to the country affected by a norm change. Several countries may be recipients of the 

English version. Reducing the quantities to be printed out by limiting the lifetime of a version only to 

wipe out successive versions, would be counterproductive. Another solution might be to single out the 

boxes based on the manual version that they contain. This solution is not always possible either. That 

is, if the manual accompanies equipment ultimately packed into a larger set of items, how extensive 

should the modification be (labeling, databases, etc.)? Besides, what if evolutions boom as a result of 

multiplying norms (recycling, signage, etc.) and applicable regulations? Clearly, the systematic 

distinction between versions can prove ineffective when the scenario becomes a little complex. A 

concept remedies the ripple effects of a modification, and that is interchangeability.16 For example, the 

version of the manual in a box intended for English-speaking countries unaffected by normative 

change (for example, all but Australia) is totally indifferent. The boxes intended for these countries are 

interchangeable. But, in turn, it would only take a norm change in another English-speaking country 

(USA) for interchangeability to be reconsidered. Let�s take the example17 of a warning light, green or 

red, and meaning �monitoring� or �malfunctioning� depending on countries. One country can impose 

that all manufacturers harmonize the colors, say green, and thus the manuals must be modified 

accordingly. For the other countries, the signage remains indifferent. However, one of those may 

subsequently impose red. Clearly, the previously accepted indifference (interchangeability) is no 

longer appropriate.  

 

Let�s try and generalize the principles outlined in these examples. All the elements constitute a 

population and merely connecting them together18 based on a given assembly logic (tree structure)                                                         
16 NATO & ISO standards: �The ability of one product, process or service to be used in place of another to fulfil the same requirements�.  

17 An example drawn from the area of life and property protection.  

18 These connections may describe an assembly breakdown, the functions fulfilled by the object within the system or, more broadly, the 

technical resources jointly applied and/or used for its design and production.  
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helps build subsets which in turn become elements and sets of subsets (now elements) corresponding 

to the desired technical objects. The identification of an element changes19 along with its definition.20 

Therefore, the population of elements can be enhanced with newcomers spawned by the technological 

advances of their elders. A subset incorporating modifications is a new selection of modified elements. 

Such an element becomes, in turn, a newly identified element distinct from its contemporaries unless it 

is viewed as fully interchangeable with some of them, in which case it will have a common 

identification. In this formalism, the modified copies, no matter if they are elements or sets of 

elements, are differentiated by new identification; unless they are viewed as interchangeable, in which 

case they will have identical identification and indifferent compositions. The quest for 

interchangeability is one way to avoid the systematic distinction between the successive generations of 

elements or sets, which breaks up series and undermines the serial production strategies pursued. 

However, it is a radical way � with no composition record - compared to the principle of rank or date-

based management that involves reviewing any change affecting an object. Can the spread of impacts 

of a string of modifications in the tree structures be controlled with the notion of interchangeability?  

 

The definition of an element, subset or set includes in particular the list of its constituent elements. 

The definition of each constituent element provides additional information. Tracing the history of a 

modified element requires backtracking, tracking down in the composition the impacted constituent 

element that in turn passed on the impact. Thus, the composition or lineage of an element is revealed 

in a roundabout way. A change brings about new identification of the element and spills over into the 

tree structure until interchangeability is reestablished. Either a new object is defined or 

interchangeability obliterates any trace of composition difference at a given point. The complexity of 

the spreading impacts of a change through immediate neighborhood is magnified by the number of 

elements and connections involved and the number and frequency of the changes. In practice, it is                                                         
19 Because identification is common to the element and its definition, any change will physically translate into a marking of the objects as 

well as adjustments to the related documentation shared across stakeholders.  

20 Which describes its composition and mode of production based on those elements (an element is an item of an ERP system, of a CAPM 

system) 
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impossible to survey each series change sequentially. It is a combinatory process that requires 

examining more definitions than there should be. The simultaneous study of a string of changes is thus 

necessary but it is incompatible with impact traceability. In fact, it is impossible to tolerate 

interchangeability for a change if it is broken by another change of the same string. And this would be 

irrelevant. It is thus impossible to trace an identification change when many changes have caused it. 

Besides, the progression from neighbor to neighbor hides the crosswise impacts 

(on another branch of the tree structure) that can only be definitively evaluated 

at the common subsets level; that is, when analysis processes are already full-

fledged and involve reconsidering potential interchangeabilities prematurely 

tolerated. 

 

To conclude, these methods for managing definition changes are very stringent and only suited for a 

very moderate pace of changes, that is, in line with controlled innovation. From the perspective of 

serial production, it should be noted that the adoption of a formalism that assigns autonomy to the 

constituent elements of an object in terms of identification and evolution requires either cascading 

changes � in order to keep track of the modified composition � or interchangeability, which can be 

described as full since it does not keep any record of the composition changes considered as 

undisruptive to interchangeability. As previously mentioned, these two alternatives are incompatible 

with waves of change. When necessary serial production and intensive innovation combine, how to 

handle waves of change in the case of complex technical objects?  

 

1.3. Relativizing interchangeabilities in the event of combinatory recomposition 

 

The previously described formalisms relate to multi-unit activities (managing configurations and 

changes by rank and date including a principle of applicability) or serial activities where rhythms of 

innovation are monitored (updating of codified tree structures including a principle of 

interchangeability). In fact, the two types of activities have common configuration management that is 

not essentially combinatory. One reason is because the number of copies is limited, in which case the 

 Fig┻な Parallel propagations of change impacts in a tree┽structured bill of materials 
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low production rate can put up with a formalism based on a monolithic definition of objects and a 

principle of applicability required by a fast-paced design rate. Another reason is because the number of 

configurations is controlled, in which case the low design rate can put up with a formalism based on a 

definition of objects that break down into elements and a principle of interchangeability required by a 

fast-paced production rate. Still, while in this case the complexity of technical objects narrowly makes 

it possible to study one single configuration incorporating a wave of changes - which also must be 

reevaluated after each wave - the formalism must accommodate these constraints with more flexibility 

than the two previous ones. Is this kind of formalism a combination of the previous ones or of the few 

other transcriptions enabled by PLM systems for these hybrid usages? Is it positively new and still to 

be designed?  

 

�The parametric definition of common validity (of dependent changes toward production) is critical. It 

makes it easier to ground the validity of an object in the value of some of its attributes (� ). The 

functionality of mySAP PLM is a specific implementation of a change management strategy. We are 

aware that this operation mode is not suitable to all businesses but it does provide a satisfactory base 

for most implementations. Many solutions21 (� ) boast impact analysis functionalities making it easy 

to track down documents, CAD data, specifications, etc. that are likely to be rethought following the 

modification of an object (a document, item, etc.). These functions provide major benefits. However, 

many solutions (� ) cannot identify the business or manufacturing documents usually handled and 

retained in ERP systems (� ). In terms of product structure management, many systems seem to 

provide equivalent basic functions. Still, it is important to verify if these functions are available in the 

delivered basic solution or if the latter is more like a toolbox, which requires the customer to build 

their own applications of product structure management.� (CIM Data, 2002). Clearly, the two 

formalisms described up to now, applicability vs. interchangeability, cannot be reasonably linked. The 

applicability and interchangeability criteria have nothing in common. The former is built around a 

variable rank or date but including an executory principle of applicability. The latter is, by definition, 

                                                        
21 In particular, those listed in the comparison table of the strategies for managing multiform configurations. 
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built around indifference to applicability to any specific rank or date, and thus independence from 

considerations of rank, date or applicability. Any change resulting in full interchangeability need not 

be applicable to a specific rank (on principle, this boils down to considering interchangeability as 

appropriate for any rank). Adopting a hybrid formalism (applicability and interchangeability) to 

manage a hybrid activity (serial and fast changing) would entail irreconcilable option choices that 

parallel information channels would necessarily support or supersede. In this scenario, the coexistence 

of all functional options needed by the various stakeholders (design, production, etc.) within PLM 

systems would imply transferring practices shared among the collective of stakeholders but 

contradictory all the same. And to boot, more work due to the accumulation of formalisms despite 

misinterpretation and error risks.  

 

In September 200822, on an A330 aircraft, a defective configuration of one of the three flight control 

computers caused an emergency landing that required replacing the main landing gear. Airbus and the 

EASA23 warned maintenance operators about the compliance with the only combinations authorized 

by the manufacturer: �To prevent an uncertified configuration that may result in unexpected operation 

of the aircraft systems owners and operators should adhere to the interchangeability and mixability 

rules given in Airbus type certificate holder documentation�. In 2004, on an Airbus A340, the EASA 

had reported a similar problem in the airbrake operation control. 

 

As we have seen earlier, a tree structure of elements can be defined as elements, subsets and sets (that 

are also elements) interrelated in a specific way.24 

When a subset A incorporates modified elements 

without changing identifications, it is essential to 

retain the match between the original tree structure 

and the new one (see fig-2a and 2b). There is thus 

a link between the subset and each original                                                         
22 Source: Air Transport Intelligence news � 11/29/08 
23 European Aviation Safety Agency 
24 This modeling is generalizable using the language of graph theory and more broadly, in set theory 
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element. Another link fits in between the subset and 

each new modified element. How to manage those 

links by rank and date was explained earlier. It 

involves activating the first links for some copies and 

then switching over to the new links for the 

following links. During the switch the first links are disabled. Date-based management operates 

similarly, only the switch occurs over time. These switches are scheduled to circumvent any confusion 

risk. But when the two links coexist, they are here defined as �multiform�. If the two forms are fully 

interchangeable, they can be chosen indiscriminately and the traceability of changes is useless. 

Consider a second subset B experiencing the exact same scenario as the subset A. If a subset E 

encompasses the two subsets A and B, there are then two scenarios:  

 ┽ all combinations between the possible forms of A and B are examined to ensure full 

interchangeability, in which case set E including A and B will always retain the same 

identification E (and this will be sufficient). But, as seen earlier, this practice is essentially 

combinatory (number of links and elements) and thus usually unworkable. 

 ┽ Only one combination is validated: A (including the new modified element) and B (including 

the new modified element). The identification of E is unchanged (but will no longer be 

sufficient). Interchangeability is only relevant between this validated configuration and the 

original one. The example of aeronautics provides a case in point of the consequences entailed 

by inadequate uses (non validated configurations).  

 

Thus, a �multiform� element is a subset or a set of elements that has the same identification even 

though its composition has changed. It may incorporate various generations of elements into 

authorized and clearly defined configurations. To manage a �multiform� element, it is necessary to 

simultaneously handle its identification and its use configurations (that is, the initial configuration C° 

of set E and its following configuration C1 of the same set E). If the identification of E had changed, 

E ゅC¹ょ 
A  B E ゅCソょ   A  B 

Fig┽にb ‒ Use configurations of ╅multiform╆ objects 
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the issue would not come up and managing use cases would be very easy, as managing the variants 

and options would be. But it would be too costly to change the identification of E whenever a 

component (element or subset) changes. The identification of E is thus unchanged and only knowledge 

of C° and C1 configurations helps distinguish between the various forms of the �multiform� element. 

The studied and validated configurations (C° and C1) provide the authorized use configurations for the 

interchangeable elements and guarantee that the modified elements are present as well. As 

configurations change, each element is interchangeable in relation to a continuous or discontinuous 

sequence (C°,� ,C1) of successive authorized configurations that are all interchangeable. This kind of 

interchangeability is effectively relative and conditional, contrasting with the total interchangeability 

resulting from combinatory study. Obviously, however, considering the identification of elements 

alone is no longer adequate to ensure the presence of the various changes of a given wave with no risk 

of mixing the interchangeable elements. Maintaining the match with the authorized use configurations 

(sequence of validated configurations) is key. Accordingly, �multiform� elements are characteristic of 

hybrid formalisms that cannot be prohibited or impeded. �mySAP PLM helps users build item 

structures (� ). These structures can be interrelated to define a given product (� ). The concept of 

validity (date, series number) helps factor in the structure changes of the product (� ) [configuration 

control] It is possible to define product configurations and manage their validity. [the process] must be 

manually connected with each subset structure and each related document in the product structure. 

Although mySAP PLM has engineered tested and highly efficient BoM item management 

functionalities, these can be inadequate to address complex products with many variants. In some 

cases, the relations with the subsets used become confusing, which makes it harder to use the system 

(� )� (CIM Data, 2002). The most sophisticated PLM solutions are geared toward controlling context-

driven settings (content interchangeability and use of context-driven content).25 They make it easy to 

define benchmark configurations (baseline, photos, models, etc.), classes, modules or subsets of 

objects that are fully interchangeable [�full interchangeability�, products that are identical in all of 

                                                        
25 Which results in limiting its scope of validity (restricted vs. full interchangeability) 
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their technically relevant properties (Form, Fit, Function 26 ) or partially so (�restricted 

interchangeability� mapped between Form Fit Function classes, with special group and conditions27 

that have to be met before products can substitute for one another]. 
 

Also, the variable degree of object subdivision makes it easy to distribute structural complexity across 

multiple levels (subsets, modules, metadata, etc.). The strategies focus on managing the links 

(relationships) between these objects (modules, respectively, etc.) but they run up against the 

combinatory potentialities and must resort to component-reducing rules (Demoly, 2010; Boothroyd & 

Dewhurst, 1983). As a result, relational algebra seeks to offset the inadequacy of identity and name 

semantics. Occasionally, identifications [Manufacturer Part Number] may be supplemented with codes 

(interchangeability codes; model identification, etc.) that are common or distinctive among objects 

(modules, respectively, etc) according to the desired configurations. Such codes are usually extensive 

(depending on the subdivision degree of objects) and not physically marked. The following table 

compares28 the distinctive features of the formalisms offered by the major29 PLM systems in the 

discrete (vs. continuous) manufacturing market to manage �multiform� objects. The identity (through 

full or restricted interchangeability) and differentiation (through the distinctive criteria of 

identification30  and/or links) of the object forms generated vary, in particular by the subdivision 

considered (BoMs, modules or BoM-based subsets, etc.). The search for identities (respectively. 

differentiations) at a given scale (micro, macro, meta, etc.) shifts the search for differentiations to a 

lower or higher level. These complex formalisms of configuration management do not operate on a 

                                                        
26 Physical, functional and performance characteristics or specifications that uniquely identify a component or device and determine its 

interchangeability in a system (Business Dictionary). 

27 For example, in proximity to motors, only highly heat-resistant products can be used [Champion Aeropace LLC, Service Bulletin S.B. 

CH53536-1-74-001, Interchangeability and Intermixability of Parts, December 19th 2008] 
28  Mainly based on their functional descriptions and/or feedback (PLM Lab club, CIM Data, in particular), as well as 

technologyevaluation.com (comparison on 50 criteria) 

29 Particularly in terms of reputation and market shares in manufacturing: Dassault Systèmes (25%), Siemens (19%), PTC (10%) according 

to the US research firm Daratech in 2007. 

30 With or without extension (codes, etc.) 
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fully automated basis and appear to require human decision (Brown, 2006; Bouikni and al. 2008; 

Hwang and al; 2009).  

Comparative table (1) of multi-form configurations management strategies (for discrete productions) 

 Form generation Processes 

 ̇ Identity of forms 
̇ Differentiation of forms 
̇ Automation 

̇ Type of interchangeability [full/restricted] 
̇ Distinctive criteria [identification / effectiveness/ modularity] 
̇ Level [automatic / decision support] 

 

PLM solutions [Form identity] ̊ [Form differentiation] ̊ [Automation] ̊
 SAP (A&D)  Lufthansa Technik.; NATO HelicopterInd.; Bomber; British Airways, etc 

Full interchangeability Z identification  
+ [code]1 

Z Z 
Effectiveness2 Z Automatic ̊ 

Restricted interchangeability Z Modularity4 Z Decision support5   Z 

 Lascom (ICS)  Arianespace; OTAN; EADS;Thales, etc 

Full interchangeability6 Z Identification7 
+ [code] 

Z ̊ 
Effectiveness8 Z Automatic ̊ 

Restricted interchangeability ̊ Modularity ̊ Decision support9   Z 

 PTC 
(Windchill) 

 GKN Aerospace Engineering Services; Oerlikon Solar; Schneider Electric; HP, etc 

Full interchangeability Z identification11 
+ [code] 

Z ̊ 
Effectiveness12 Z Automatic ̊ 

Restricted interchangeability ̊ Modularity13 Z Decision support14   Z 

 Dassault Sys. 
DS Portfolio 
(Transcat)19 

 Boeing; Airbus; Lockheed Martin Bombardier; Pratt & Whitney Canada; Dassault Aviation, etc 

Full interchangeability Z Identification16 
+ [code] 

Z ̊ 
Effectiveness17 Z Automatic ̊ 

Restricted interchangeability ̊ Modularity ̊ Decision support18   Z 

 SIEMENS 
Portfolio20 

 Lockheed Martin Aeronautics; B/E Aerospace; Pratt & Whitney; MBDA Missile Systems; GM, etc 

Full interchangeability Z Identification21 
+ [code] 

Z Z 
Effectiveness22 Z Automatic ̊ 

Restricted interchangeability Z Modularity 24 Z Decision support25   Z 

Excerpts of functional descriptions in appendix 1 

 
How deeply can these solutions be automated? The most glaring obstacle is to single out the various 

forms of the physical object whose identification remains unchanged. For one given operator, 

identification alone may reveal or conceal the object�s composition. And this composition (subset) is 

vulnerable to assembly configurations (over-set). All PLM potentialities cannot be leveraged until this 

obstacle is eliminated (Merminod, 2007). It will still be impossible to automatically compute the 

collection and planning of needs or to automatically search for all the serialized elements that must be 

updated (retrofits), and obtain the full benefits of economies of scale. The coexistence of various 

generations of technical objects mixed together in databases, workshops or warehouse facilities will 

require differentiating between them (the modified elements) and grouping them together (the 

invariant elements). PLM systems will only provide stakeholders with incomplete or undecidable 

solutions, helping with analysis and decision-making, requiring costly labor assigned with monitoring 

the differences between planning and actual operations to be carried out, between available elements 

and expected identifications as well as their location, or even with checking for configuration gaps. 

While inspections will not be necessarily detrimental to the quality of equipment, they will result in 
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similar proportions to error reports, deviations and even, occasionally, tricky element substitutions. It 

will always be difficult to initiate an upgrading of the whole range of equipment whatever its 

successive versions, locating the elements and their movement across the facilities and warehouses, or 

managing the availability of elements. A global and common picture of the information enabled by a 

consistent and dynamic tool is ultimately a necessary (how else to manage relationships between fast 

changing objects throughout their lifecycles?) but insufficient prerequisite. The equivalence relation 

between subsets and over-sets should translate into a redefinition of object identity (and therefore 

identification). This issue goes beyond the PLM population as it relates to the fundamentals of 

database management (Codd, 1970, 1990), which deserve attention here.   
1.4 Theoretical issues common to database management: foundations of sets identity and 

discernibility  

 

All the formalisms of configuration management common to PLM systems and, more broadly, in 

database management systems31 or even software engineering tools32, seek to manage dynamically the 

links (relations, interfaces, edges, etc.) between the elements (modules, subsets, etc.) resulting from 

the breakdown of objects (applications, systems, etc.) and their successive generations (variants, 

options, models, classes, etc.): source control 33 , generation tools 34 , continuous integration 35 , 

integrated environment36, etc. The implications are similar and the literature abundant (Raymond E.S.,                                                         
31 Information stored in a computer system and organized to be consulted, edited, duplicated, saved or even restored according to a usually 

relational model. A database management system (DBMS) is software that permits these operations. Typically, it is simultaneously used by 

other software as well as administrators or developers.  

32  Product design and implementation activities and procedures which tend to rationalize the production and tracking of software [J.O ; 

02/19/84]. The website LWN.net published analysis of the contributions to the Linux kernel over a year (2.6.16 through 2.6.20) : 28,000 

changes added by 1,961 different developers, replacing 1,660,000 lines by 2,010,000 lines of new code ; the kernel built in 754,000 lines.  

33 Adding simultaneously hundreds of developers by nailing down each change, its author, date and purpose.  

34 To automate program generation operations by managing dependencies between components. 

35 To generate and control the entire application, in order to identify as much in advance as possible the potential regressions, errors or 

module incompatibilities (resulting from the partitioning of the system into subsystems, classes, objects and functions) 

36 To accommodate a host of extensions. 
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1998; Bellagio and Milligan, 2005; Stark, 2004; Djezzar, 2003; Neagu and Faltings, 2001; Sacquet 

and Nowencien, 1995; Ghoul, 1983). The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 

estimated at $60 billion the losses incurred by US manufacturing and commerce due to bugs held in 

software (S&T Press USA-n°324 � sept.2002). �The more complex the digital resource, the greater the 

potential loss is likely to be. For example, interchanging the data held in geographical information 

system (GIS) databases and groupware databases could involve the loss of thousands of links that have 

taken years of effort to create and which represent the bulk of the value of the database� (Feeney, 

1999). 

  

In a seminal article from 1970 on relational databases, E.F. Codd addresses the issue of configuration 

management as follows: ��Many of the existing formatted data systems provide users with tree-

structured files or slightly more general network models of the data. Application programs developed 

to work with these systems tend to be logically impaired if the trees or networks are changed in 

structure (� ) Systems which provide users with a network model of the data run into similar 

difficulties (� ) Activities of users at terminals and most application programs should remain 

unaffected when the internal representation of data is changed and even when some aspects of the 

external representation are changed.� (Codd, 1970). Interchangeability and �multiform� objects are 

central to this issue: �(� ) The totality of data in a data bank may be viewed as a collection of time-

varying relations (� ). Accordingly we propose that users deal, not with relations which are domain-

ordered, but with relationships which are their domain-unordered counterparts. In mathematical terms, 

a relationship is an equivalence class of those relations that are equivalent under permutation of 

domains� (Codd, 1970). Note that a domain [d] is a countable set of values characterized by a name 

and that a relation [R] is a subset of the Cartesian product37 of a list of domains characterized by a 

name. Concatenating (without information loss) two relations (R and S) that have at least one common 

domain can reveal an element (�1�) of the common domain �(� ) which gives rise to the plurality of 

                                                        
37 A Cartesian product of a domain list [D1, D2,� ,Dn] is the set of distributions of possible values (n-tuples) respectively selected one by 

one in each domain [(v1, v2, vn) ; (wl,w2, wn) ; etc.] 
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joins. Such an element in the joining 

domain is called a point of ambiguity 

(� ). A function is a binary relation, 

which is one-one or many-one, not one-many� (table 2). 

 

A relation is constructed from a Cartesian 

product that may generate a �one-many� type 

relation, as the example below shows (table 3). 

In fact, when it comes to identifying each line 

of a table in one way (related elements), a �key� [Primary Key] is required. Typically, it is an 

additional column38 assigning distinctive identification numbers, with no replication or blank space 

[subrogate primary key vs. Foreign key]. �Objects identified in one way: Both programming and non-

programming users perceive all objects to be identified in exactly one way, whether these objects are 

abstract or concrete and whether they are so-called entities or relationships� (Codd, 1990).  

 

Oneness and multiplicity, discernibility, naming and equality (interchangeability) of named things are 

critical issues for E.F. Codd�s algebra as well as set theory (Russel, 1903; Jech, 1978) on which this 

algebra is based: ��One important effect that the view adopted toward data has on the language used to 

retrieve it is in the naming of data elements and sets (� ) The adoption of a relational model of data 

(� ) permits the development of a universal data sublanguage based on an applied predicate calculus39 

(� ) Predicate logic took 2,000 years to develop, beginning with the ancient Greeks who discovered 

that the subject of logic could be intelligently discussed separately from the subject to which it might 

be applied, a major step in applying levels of abstraction� (Codd, 1970). He also proposes a form of 

generic identification but this avenue of reflection remains incomplete (we pick it up in the second 

part). �The simple form40 R.d will often be adequate (� ) In the remainder of this paper, we shall not                                                         
38 �Identitycolumn� for SQL/Server, �autonumber� for Microsoft Access, �sequence� for Oracle, etc. 

39 Defining which are the valid statements (via symbols, variables, relations, logical connectives, etc.) and which are not. 

40 R is a relation and d a domain. 

Table 2 Extraction from the example of E.F. (Codd, 1970) 

Domain 1 (supplier) (Common) Domain 2 (part) Domain 3 (project) 

 Relation 1 (R)  Relation 2 (S) 

1  1 2 

2  1 1 

2  2 1 

Table 3 Cartesian Product and �One-Many� type relation 

Domain 1- ε = {A,B} Domain 2 - ε* = {1,2,3} ε x ε* 

A 1 A 1 

B 2 A 2 

 3 B 1 

 B 2 

C 1 

C 2 

Primary key 
Foreign key
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Going back to the origins of object identity makes it possible to reconsider the conceptual and 

practical difficulties of configuration management when duplication and transformation rates 

accelerate. The strategies for naming objects and equivalence classes may offer an alternative (or 

complement) to relation management strategies. 

 

2. Conceiving relative identity and management strategies  

 

Relation management does not align easily with the issue of the interchangeability of two sets 

(representing objects, etc.), that is, their identity, because it conveys a quest for independence from 

their respective contexts. In fact, the equality of two sets (that is, their identity) is established by 

mutual inclusion as each set provides a context for the other: �If A is included in B and B is included 

in A, then A is equal to B and vice versa�. The quest for independence, by definition, thus requires an 

ability to dispense with any relation of contextual dependence. In this respect, it would be paradoxical 

to look through the relation management strategies alone for a way to automate the processing of 

interchangeabilities and configurations. Accordingly, we propose to explore alternative strategies for 

name management and lay down the prerequisites that we feel are necessary and adequate to enable 

automated processing within PLM systems. In fact, one of the purposes of PLM is to offer 

mechanisms, particularly for identifying and modeling information related to products and processes 

(Abramovici, 2007; Reix and Al, 2011). First, we propose to discuss the issue of identity and 

discernibility by differentiating between these two concepts that are fused in set theory. Then we 

tackle the issue of interchangeability through its ability to absorb configuration developments by 

redesigning invariances hard-wired into their identity and discernibility. This issue is exemplified by 

historic milestones such as the advent of printing (standardization through a molding method for 

duplicating multiple and interchangeable types) and horology (conception of the matrix to absorb the 

effects of innovation). Finally, we outline the principles of a typology of correspondences between 

some industrial dynamics (detectable from redesign and duplication rates) and the strategies that are 
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likely to suit them in order to manage configuration developments (relations and identity 

management). 

 

2.1 Sets identity and discernibility, a conception of invariance 

 

The strategies for managing configuration changes focus on the relations between elements, subsets 

and sets43 as well as on their assigned names. The identification and composition laws44 of the entities 

that make up the desired objects spring from the choice strategies45 actionable on link and name 

populations that change more or less rapidly. In the field of chemistry, biology or genetics, those laws 

can differ substantially from the field of software or aeronautics as the norms, interpretations and 

usages are fairly different. However, it is all about working out an algebra and semantics that enable 

designers46 to describe the successive states of the definition of objects � whose generations coexist � 

including their changes and invariances (Mantripragada and Whitney, 1999). Obviously, the timescale 

interacts with the capacity to handle representations that are structurally relevant, identifiable, 

recognizable and duplicable for the various stakeholders. According to Aristotle47, �the philosophy of 

nature� is the �study of changing things� (Kosman, 1969). 

 

The primary issue is that of the identity of an object and the equality of two objects (identical objects 

with the same identity): �quality of being effectively what one claims to be� and �that one thing is the 

same as another� (Littré dictionary, 1976). The very concept of set (in the sense of set theory) is 

conceived as a unit derived from an original collection that may have multiple identities. �I call such 

multiplicities infinite or inconsistent multiplicities (unconceivable as a unit, a completed object) (� ). 

Conversely, if all the elements of a multiplicity can be thought of as existing simultaneously, in the                                                         
43 Reflecting, for example, the division of objects into components that can change in relation to one another (bills of materials, interfaces, 

etc) 

44 Mathematically speaking, an �internal composition� law [(re)composition of subset pairs in a nonempty set] 
45 A choice can operate with a function defined across a set of sets and link one of its elements with each and every one of them.  

46 This designation includes the system architecture (subsystems, interfaces, etc.) [Le Moigne, 1977] 
47 Circa -350 bc.  
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sense that it can be conceived as one single object, I call it a consistent multiplicity or set�48 (Levy, 

1987). The concept of �multiform� does not fall into the category of sets but that of collections, which 

explains the lack of full interchangeability between �multiform� configurations. �I call set a collection 

to which we ascribe a concept in such a way that the arrangement of parts49 is indifferent (in which 

nothing essential is changed for us when the arrangement alone is altered); and I call plurality A a set 

all of whose subsets are considered as units of a particular type A, that is, as objects encapsulated by a 

concept A� (Bolzano, 1993). By generating �multiform� objects, designers contribute to differentiating 

between collections and sets. From the perspective of sets, these paradoxical concepts - since they are 

configurations regarded as equivalent but dependent on the respective contexts of use � crop up when 

the pace of changes accelerates and the renaming process is unworkable (see 1.2). If interchangeability 

is relative, contextual and thus conditional, fixed names conceal the relations allowed between subsets 

and sets, and the choice (in particular the physical choice of objects) becomes unmanageable.  

 

The equivalence of forms that are not discernible by their names (�multiforms�) qualifies the classic 

equality known as �the indiscernibles� according to Leibnitz: �(� ) they are the same things of which 

one can be substituted with the other without compromising the truth� (Leibnitz, 1714, 1998). This 

equality is total. Two distinct sets cannot have the same elements and two equal sets have the same 

properties. The naming strategy is thus purely arbitrary: �Statements in a=b form, often have 

invaluable content for the progress of knowledge and they do not always have an a priori grounding. 

The discovery that every morning the same sun comes up and not a new sun was certainly one of the 

most critical breakthroughs of astronomy (� ). I use this term [denotation] in the sense of identity and 

I mean �a=b� in the sense of �a� is the same as b� or �a and b match� (� ) The statement a=b may no 

longer refer to the thing per se but the way we designate it.� (Frege, 1879; 1994). 

 

But this relation of equality is not always constructible for designers, including at the mathematical 

level (Bridges and Reeves, 1999). That is, �(� ) to say that a=b if and only if a and b behave the same                                                         
48 Quoted remarks of Georg Cantor 

49 in the sense of subset 
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in �any context� (� ) is equivalent to the general case [Leibnitz equality]� (Girard, 2009). Some 

questions are undecidable, like, for example, the issue of program equivalence (do two given computer 

programs calculate the same thing?) or the issue of the partial utility of a program (Given that a 

computer program consists of a set of codes, does it contain a useless subset of codes, that is, never 

used no matter what use of the program is made?). There is no algorithm (Turing, 1936, 1948; Rice, 

1953) that can decide yes or no through a finite number of steps (it is impossible to come up with a 

method that systematically processes all cases). 

 

The �multiform� object results from the conception of constructible equivalence classes yet grounded 

in a relation of equality that is relative more than absolute, and thus more restrictive50 in the possible 

contexts (favorable configurations among the combinatory nexus of possible arrangements). An object 

is distinguishable from another - with which it may or may not be interchangeable � relative to the 

known contexts that allow such substitution. This boils down to examining equivalence classes of 

objects in relation to equivalence classes of contexts. The �relative� nature of discernibility implies a 

naming strategy that is broader than the classic arbitrary name in order to represent the possible 

equivalence classes. �[a=b] cannot be differentiated unless the difference of the signs (a;b) 

corresponds to a difference in how the designated object is given. (� ) Therefore, the statement 

contains actual knowledge.� (Frege, 1884).  

 

A class of interchangeable compositions (ci) and a class of interchangeable use configurations (ci) make 

it possible to construct a naming strategy in ci* | Ci* form, with ci* and Ci* representing the equivalence 

classes corresponding to ci and Ci respectively. ci* | Ci* literally reads as �any composition of the 

equivalence class represented by Ci*, knowing51 that its use is possible in any configuration of the 

equivalence class represented by Ci*.  This ci* | Ci* form is necessary and contains enough information to                                                         
50 �Polymorphism� according to Girard P.Y. (2009). Also see Nosofsky R.M. (1984). 

51 In the same sense as the conditionality used by Bayes in statistics [Bernardo J.M. & Smith A.F.M., (1994), Bayesian Theory. Wiley]. 
Standard naming implies the full interchangeability of use configurations, hence the classic naming strategy: ci*| with no conditions, and ci*= c 

(no name distinction between the collection of fully interchangeable objects and the copy itself). 
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identify each element and reconstitute the desired subsets and sets (fig. 4). The designers of the firms 

investigated52 operated this way, tracking down the invariant elements and those modified between two 

states of the configuration (initial and final), then developing correspondence models53 (see 1.3) between 

the interchangeable compositions (ci) and the interchangeable use configurations (Ci). This formalism 

translated in a fully automatable way the relational algebra that designers adopted to absorb the waves 

of change impacting objects. But since norm-based identification and change rules are usually built 

around membership relations 54  (families, classes or product categories) rather than equivalence 

classes, a double correspondence proved necessary.  

Fig. 4 � Naming strategies 

♦ Standard pattern: initial state (structured sets of named objects) → unchanged names (full interchangeability) or new norm-based names 

(interruption of interchangeability) → final state 

♦ New generic pattern: initial state (structured sets of named objects) → design of relative equivalence objects  → generic names ci* | Ci* 

[or d*.R*] ] → final state 

 
The generic form ci* | Ci* echoes the one conceived by E.F. Codd, R.d (see 1.4) on the condition that R is 

interpreted as a representative of the class of equivalent relations (composition, etc.)55 despite the domain 

d permutations (in which case d reads as a representative of the equivalence class of permutable domains). 

This generic form is compatible with PLM or software engineering tools and DBMSs. Also, it translates 

the identity of objects into a permanent regeneration of equivalence classes represented �by abstraction� as 

Frege (1893) and Fine (2002), for example, understand it (see 1.4). 

 

2.2 Interchangeability, an ability to sustain invariances and design new ones 

 

If we go by a dictionary definition (French Larousse), the term interchangeability first emerged in 

1931 to refer to standardized, serially produced parts. The adjective interchangeable predates it, 1870                                                         
52 In particular, within company X�s Technical Information System dedicated to spatial activity and armament. 

53 Here referred to as « �model program� (in-house dictionary of the activity �space and defense�, Giacomoni G., 1993) 

54 American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII); (NATO) International Standard Organization (ISO); Unified Modeling 

Language (UML) 2.0 ; System Modeling Language, etc. (see also David F., 2011) 

55 A composition can translate as a relation between compound and component 
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in France and 1450 in England. It is used for similar same-destination objects that can be changed for 

or replace one another (interchangeable tires, mechanisms, etc.). Interchangeability has been viewed as 

full or restricted, restriction suggesting that, in the limits of known validity, interchangeability can be 

perfectly and definitively established. Restricted interchangeability � without necessarily having the 

exact similar content � appears to have emerged in various fields, in biology (Micklem and al; 1975), 

statistics, in the form of proportion tests56 of interchangeable values (and models) (Jerdack and Pranab, 

1990), mathematics applied to manufacturing (Steiner and Stephenson, 1990) and industrial data 

processing (Dirickersbach, 2008). Relative and conditional rather than full interchangeability 

(Wiggins, 2001; Geach, 1980; Giacomoni, 2002) is a deep recasting of the identity and transformation 

of technical objects. To contend that any interchangeability is relative to existing standards and 

knowledge (Simon, 1976) and cannot be timeless, boils down to separating the concept of 

interchangeability from the only property that it has ever been credited with; �to be absolute�. This 

holds true for the relation of equality, always taken for granted, no matter if it is full or restricted, even 

though it is not always constructible in any �context�.  

 

There are two types of interchangeability to single out: The element is invariant in a different set (first 

type). This applies equally to an element common to many unrelated objects and an element common 

to many generations of one same initial object. The element changes and the set is invariant (second 

type). These two types translate into distinct contexts of use: 

♦ Use of identical elements in sets (objects) that differ in design and production for first-type 

interchangeability. 

♦ Use of elements that differ in design and production for second-type interchangeability. 

 

Also, they each have their own application and history. In the first half of the 15th century, printing 

combined the printing press57 , modeled after screw presses, and movable metal types.58  Printing                                                         
56 non parametric 

57 which already existed with the �print press� used in wood engraving (woodcut) 

58 which existed as far back as the 16th century (probably as early as the 2nd century), in lead, then in copper ) Bi Sheng (1041-1048). 
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(Chapell, 1970; McMurtie, 1942) essentially built upon other inventions59 of the time, in particular in 

the field of the metallurgy (fabrication of punches, casting). The instrumental breakthrough of 

Gutenberg60  (Updike, 1920; Scholderer, 1970; Lehman-Haupt, 1966) is the cast and reusable type that 

alone does away with the requirement of �pressing�. In order to offset casting irregularities (Bertrand, 

1787), it was necessary to apply heavy pressure, which marked the back of paper and foreclosed 

printing. Types remedied the problem of second-type interchangeability (fig.5 appendix 2): 

standardization of printed editions61). In the late 15th and early 16th century, horologists adopted a new 

drive system, the elastic power of the spring replacing the weight hanging on a pulley. The 

timekeeping instrument thus became portable. This innovation raises the question of the reuse of the 

other elements that are still invariant (first-type interchangeability � fig.6 appendix 2). In order to 

offset the power variations of the spring, horologists used a specific grooved cone named fusee whose 

screw thread was difficult to build manually. Manual cutting did not make for precise spacing or sharp 

cutouts. J. Ramsden62 (1735-1800) developed a lathe that made it possible to build a master-screw 

(leadscrew) required for his high-precision dividing engine 63  (1787), later reused for numerous 

scientific instruments, including sextants, barometers, microscopes, telescopes, etc. The clock is the 

first modern measuring device and clock makers are the first makers of scientific instruments, 

pioneering machine-tool technology64, particularly in the area of the gear, the spring and the screw. 

The contexts of use of these elements on different products relate to first-type interchangeability. 

Horology thus became the �mother of machines�, opening up various realms of knowledge and 

craftsmanship. Printing and horology both presided over a transition from manual productions 

(manuscript, manual size of the gearwheels) to partially automated productions (cast movable types, 

dividing engine). The technological breakthroughs (screw, spring, gear) in horology spread to                                                         
59 Including paper (which emerged in China in the early 2nd century) and ink that permits printing on both sides of paper.  

60 A trained goldsmith 

61 The first one is the Mainz Psaulter (1457). Besides, the editions are hybrid, printed and handwritten.  

62 High precision instrument maker who drew upon the techniques of the first French horologists (Lenoir, fusee engine, 1741) 

63 A machine for dividing mathematical instruments 

64 The first gear-cutting machine was designed by J. Torriano (1540) to build a large astronomical clock (20 years in development, 1800 

gears and 3,5 years in the making) 
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scientific instruments. Printing embraced and perfected the technological breakthroughs (die, mold) in 

metallurgy. Besides, interchangeability marks the ability to sustain invariances and design new ones in 

terms of emergence and spread (first type), absorption65 (Saga and Zmud, 1996) and standardization66 

(2nd type). Many industrial transformations have been shaped by the absorption of technological 

innovations and the standardization of techniques and methods (Cohen, 1994). Basically, serial 

production requires some technological stability that is questioned by innovation. The following figure 

(fig.7) details the development process of objects based on an appreciation of the impacted elements 

(described as second-type interchangeability) or the invariant elements (described as first-type 

interchangeability). Whether it affects movable and interchangeable types for printing out the pages of 

a book or interchangeable gears between a clock and a microscope, the interruption of 

interchangeability signals the end of the duplication67 of identical and transposable objects (Huang, 

1996). This leads to a diversification and segmentation of series as well as potential problems in the 

management formalism (Hatchuel and Sardas, 1992). It should be noted that elements experience 

different contexts when used in changing objects, objects experience different contexts when an 

innovation spreads out, and contexts and contents are relative and vary sometimes separately 

sometimes simultaneously.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
65 Absorption of an external innovation (exogenous) by an environment. The ability of the environment to absorb a technology and develop 

innovative usages largely hinges on the knowledge of the trade (and thus of use cases) more than the technology per se, as R. Zmud clearly 

demonstrates. The proposed diagram permits a dual interpretation in terms of knowledge. 

66 NATO  & ISO Standards: « The development and implementation of concepts, doctrines, procedures and designs in order to achieve and 

maintain the compatibility, interchangeability or commonality which are necessary to attain the required level of interoperability, or to 

optimize the use of resources, in the fields of operations, material and administration. » 

67 �Rule� Design for Assembly n°3: standardizing components [reducing the type of component] 
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How to control the identity (equality) of objects to prevent interchangeability interruptions that may 

transform the face of the activity and incapacitate any configuration change management strategy? 

How to purposely design objects by anticipating their replacement and better absorb the effects of 

innovation?  

 

2.3 Configuration change management strategies optimized according to redesign and 

duplication dynamics  

 

We have seen that interchangeability is an invariance of contexts (configurations) or contents (2.2). It 

is a relative and conditional identity (2.1). We have so far analyzed objects whose product breakdown 

structure was supposedly known. But we also need to analyze from the perspective of variable 

breakdown caused by redesign and duplication rates. An overall definition of the object, with no 

autonomous definition of each of its elements, may be suitable on the condition that this definition is 

static. On the other hand, as we have seen, if the definition changes due to at least one element 

changing, the duplication of the object will be problematic as the invariant and the modified elements 

are totally tied together into one monolithic definition. It will be timely to break down the overall 

definition so that each constituent element has its own definition and can thus evolve autonomously. 

The variable elements should be separated and distinguished from the invariant elements. Separating 

an element involves providing it with an autonomous existence (own identity, autonomous definition 

and duplication).  

 

♦ [First] Preservation principle of invariances through separability of variable elements (or 

departitioning principle) 

 

The partitioning principle manifests itself, for example, in the design of software/hardware systems, 

through the �hardware68 (invariant)/software69 (variable)� division with multilayer breakdown, or else 

                                                        
68 Processors, specific components, memory, complex communication network, etc. 
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in the division between the design of communication layers and the hardware and software sections 

(Rousseau, 2005). This principle may make it possible to duplicate the invariant elements by 

achieving economies of scale (and thus to produce serially) as well as limit the segmentation of series 

in a diversified economy. The relationships within the system and between the system and its 

environment can be susceptible to changes affecting all or some of the system or its environment. The 

equivalence relations (invariance or interchangeability) make it easy to partition a system by bringing 

together the interconnected entities in order to build self-contained equivalence classes (two classes 

having one common entity must merge). The departitioning principle aims to prevent any interruption 

in the known equivalence relations between one entity and the others when its state is likely to change. 

The modified part is then separated from the invariant part. But the appreciation of invariance and its 

boundaries relates to the nature of the changes that must occur as well as to the nature of the 

equivalence relation that already exists with the other entities. Knowledge of the system and its 

environment determine the application of this principle, which also entails subdividing expansively 

and as far and often as redesign and duplication rates require. The question of invariance (or 

interchangeability) can be phrased in two ways: 

- How to recognize (and thus identify) the elements (or subsets) that remain interchangeable despite 

internal changes (second-type), that is, leaving all other elements of their environment invariant 

when combined70 with them (functional relation, etc.)? 

- How to recognize (and thus identify) the elements (or subsets) that remain interchangeable despite 

changes in their environment (first type), that is, those that all the other elements of their 

environment leave invariant when combined71 with them (functional relation, etc.)? 

 

This leads to the principle of constructability of new invariances with an adequate language and 

algebra:  

                                                                                                                                                                              
69 Drivers, interrupts, resource management, software/hardware interfaces, application software, etc. 

70 Principle of neutral element of an internal composition law 

71 Principle of stabilizer set 
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♦ [Second] constructability principle of invariances through the conception of a language extendable 

to relative identities (or repartitioning principle) 

 

This principle states that designing new equivalence classes between elements or subsets, either 

between the successive generations of one same object or between unrelated objects but having 

incorporated identical elements (or subsets) throughout their lifecycle � often in the wake of an 

innovation � requires redefining the prerequisites of interchangeability in order to recognize and 

identify the elements  (or subsets). The name and relation management strategies are designed and 

specifically geared toward handling configuration changes. The identity of objects was thus defined 

using a generic naming language (2.1). In that way, it is no longer defined regardless of the object�s 

life, as is usually the case, but based on the record of compositions and use configurations, which 

respectively stem from internal and environmental changes. The identity history of an object makes it 

possible to better design its potential future. As JP Changeux and A. Connes (1989) observe, �Since a 

language is designed to reproduce (� ), it also has a predictive character.� 

 

The constructability of invariances arises in relation to context changes that bring on variabilities as 

well as to the broadening or, more accurately, the context extension. The term �extension� assumes the 

same meaning as in mathematics when a space of objects (or data) is embedded into a larger space. 

The new prerequisites of interchangeability do not eliminate the preexisting knowledge that helped 

define the initial prerequisites of interchangeability. For example, the space N of integers is embedded 

into the larger Q space of rational numbers. The switch (1.4) arises from the collections of the 

Cartesian product NxN and all the numbers in Q are redefined as ordered pairs (a,b) in a fractional 

relationship () with one nonnegative denominator b. The integers are reconstructed as ordered pairs 

(a,1) around this new pattern and have two coexisting names72 to refer to the same entity, a [relative to 

N] and (a,1) relative to Q. The identity (interchangeability) of number is redefined in Q: two rational 

numbers, namely two ordered pairs of integers (a,b) and (c,d) with b and d nonnegative, are equal if                                                         
72 the former is present in the formulation of the latter. 
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and only if a.d=b.c. Indeed, (2.1) is identical to (4,2) or (8,4), and so forth. In Q, the name (2,1) 

represents the equivalence class of the ordered pairs generated in this way. Frege (1893) and Fine 

(2002) use the term abstraction to refer to extension when the objective is to design new equivalence 

classes that are still unnamed (1.4). Extension involves all objects73 that are not numbers (Hatchuel 

and Weil, 2007) and abstraction is performed, for example, in software development (Brunet, 1991; 

Lee and Al;, 1992; Brönnimann and Al; 2009). 

 

The conception of invariances, like the constant adjustment of configuration change management 

strategies to the combined dynamics of redesign74 (innovation) and duplication75 (serial production), 

obviously hinges on human collectives (and thus organizations) operating throughout the systems 

lifecycles (Carbonel, 2001; Patout, 2001; Hussenot, 2007). A great deal of research (Chandler, 1962, 

1977; Woodward, 1965; Perrow, 1967; Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967; Giard, 2003; Bourdon and 

Lehmann-Ortega, 2007) has updated the relationship of systems and organizations with the changes of 

the environment. The two principles stated above can help better understand the logic of adjustment of 

configuration change management strategies to the distinctive features of the activity.  

 

The complexity of configuration change management affects sets and essentially depends on three 

interacting factors: the pace of duplication (series), the pace of redesign  (updating of definitions) and 

lifecycles76. As a result, the memorization77 of necessary and adequate configurations (intended to be 

duplicated or sustained) � in a timeframe that depends on lifecycles) � requires to be optimized by                                                         
73 For example, the brand extension as a product differentiation instrument. �The brand, according to �American Marketing Association�. is a 

name, term sign, symbol, design, or a combination of these purposed to identify the goods or services of one seller or group of sellers and so 

differentiate them from those of competitors.� (Ladipo P.K.A., Olufayo T.O. and Omoera C.I., (2012), The Multi-Dimensional 

Application/Use of Branding in the Universe of Marketers, International Journal of Academic Research in Business and Social Sciences, 

Vol.2, N°4. 

74 Changes stem essentially from enhancements (quality, productivity, etc.) and innovations.  

75 This can be viewed as a material or immaterial production of objects, object definitions, or knowledge. 

76 With long cycles, several generations of objects are destined to coexist if definitions change. Single-use or maintenance-free objects have a 

limited life cycle at the production cycle.  

77 In all its dimensions: recording, storage, search, access, security, etc. 
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suitable name and relation management strategies. For example, it is easy to understand that short-run, 

frequently replaced objects go through increasingly varied78 definitions. Thus a population of such 

objects interconnected by an assembly or graph structure generates a combination nexus of possible 

configurations. Beyond a certain pace of duplication, the redesign frequency eventually requires 

resorting to the primary principle of invariance preservation through separability of variable elements 

(to avoid having to redefine objects entirely). A concurrent requirement is the second principle of 

invariance constructability through the design of a name language extendable to conditional and 

relative identities. Basically, the ever-faster pace of duplication and replacement ultimately generates 

subdividable and reconfigurable objects that require an appropriate relations management strategy 

(including variants, versions, applicability, generation tools, etc.) relayed by a management strategy of 

absolute, relative or conditional names (interchangeability, modularity, continuous integration, etc.). 

Accordingly, the relations and names management strategies must remain in line with the industrial 

dynamics integral to innovation and serial production to avert increasing risks, growing costs and 

extended lead times.  

 

Conclusion 

 

We tackled the issue of how to manage technical data changes in the contexts of serial production and 

fast-changing objects as well as their related knowledge systems (which provide the foundations for 

formal representations). We demonstrated that the issue of managing multiple and repeated impacts on 

configurations entails theoretical and practical difficulties that cannot be solved in an automated way 

by tying together PLM functionalities. The high variability of contents (compositions) and contexts 

(use configurations) spawn polymorphous objects with paradoxical identities. Strategies and 

formalisms must be able to provide individual or simultaneous variability of identities and relations, 

based on the industrial dynamics encountered. These questions touch on the conceptual foundations of 

identity and discernibility, oneness and multiplicity, changes and invariances. They appear in the areas 

                                                        
78 Encompassing the possible newly generated elements by virtue of the first principle of separability of variable elements. 
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of software engineering as well as database management systems. We proposed an automatable79 

method for processing these polymorphous objects through a new conception of object identity � 

relative and conditional � which translates composition equivalences based on use configuration 

equivalences. We also proposed general principles for matching the possible strategies of 

configuration change management with generic industrial settings variably combining redesign 

(innovation) and duplication (serial production). Of course, there are several avenues to build on this 

work, including:  

♦ Implementing instrumentally the proposed method. We have made strides in this area, particularly 

regarding the spatial industry and health care (Giacomoni, 2002; Giacomoni and Sardas, 2011). This 

experiment validated the concepts and their operational IT implementation. The next step may involve 

working with or from current PLM systems (the main solutions in the market have been examined) to 

figure out how this method can fit into the functionality offering and probably continue to work on the 

choice and interconnection of the various functionalities.  

♦ Reflecting on and testing the process from the perspective of organizational implications. Any 

modeling embedded in an information system is not valuable unless it is based on the skills and needs 

of users, and there are many of them. The stakeholders fall into two categories: 

- Technical data administrators, experts who configure the system from the provided 

functionalities. One must ensure that these functionalities meet their needs as well as their 

rationales even if these may change in the context of new procedure trainings. 

- The various operators, designers, manufacturers, etc. who need to familiarize themselves with 

the overarching logic as well as the underlying modeling principles in order to adequately interpret 

their role as purveyors of information and validation of system-generated outcomes.  

All in all, there is progress to be made on the materialization implications at an instrumental and 

organizational level, keeping in mind that well thought-out automation should adequately include 

experts both for the design of applications and the control of their operation.  

  

                                                        
79 Applied as such in the firm studied (spatial, defense, aeronautics) 
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Appendix 1: Excerpts from functional descriptions  
1� (� ) the potential for re-use physical items is determined by using the names and descriptions to identify the similarities and differences 
between items naming conventions (� ) a generic noun is used as the name to describe each physical item (� ) each item is described by 
identifying its attributes in their descending order of significance [Manufacturer part number] (� ) form of interchangeability codes (EDI 
standards) for restricted additional interchangeability relationships (� ) user interface (� ) serial number (� ) indices de modification 
d�article� 
� (� ) modification number (� ) versions (� ) variants (� )� 
� (� )Interchangeability of similar items is confirmed by comparing their designs (� ) full interchangeability form-fit-function-class (FFF 
class) (� ) restricted interchangeability relationships between groups of fully interchangeable parts (� ) sub-item for company-internal 
technical mapping of a part interchange (� )definition and management of item group hierarchies for locating standard items 
� (� ) extension of an item division (� ) classification (� ) configurable vs. non-configurable(� ) item (� ) bill of material dependencies 
(� )  kernel (which represents a component or function of the product structure) (� ) variance diagrams for checking variant completeness 
and unambiguity)� 
� (� ) inventory overview for the stocks of interchangeable parts in context (� ) cumulative analysis of interchangeable parts (� ) ERP links 
(� ) The sophisticated functionality [X] incorporates the change management processes between engineering and production: analysis of 
changes entailed by conflict search; generation of an update reporting warnings, errors or absence of conflict: search of impacted production 
orders, creation of related modification requests (� )� 
[SAP � PLM] 

� (� ) standard� 
� (� ) serialized items (� ) use cases and spares (� )� 
� (� ) tracking and traceability (� ) impact analysis (� ) reference configurations (baselines) (� ) date or rank-based variants and 
effectivity  (� ) version history and configuration comparison (� ) error and deviation processing 
� (� ) decision-making chain (� ) interface with ERP system (� ) pre-procurement process and processing of configuration changes 
connected with purchase and production constraints 
[LASCOM � ICS] 
10 �(� ) standard� 
1 1 �(� ) generic product, platform, variant requirements: systematic approach to organize products (logical set of modules) into 
interchangeable modules (� ) appropriate module interfaces (� )� 
12 �(� ) baselines, release level, effectivity (� )� 
13 �(� )translation of requirements into required functions (� ) high-level platform architecture design (� ) product module interfaces 
formalized to manage the transfer and reintegration of design data, while preserving its integrity (� ) changes control option sets for 
Assemble-to-Order products (� ) options; combinations (� )� 
14 �(� ) decision management process; formal change impact and root cause analysis; configuration traceability (� )� 
[PTC - Windchill] 
15 �(� ) serial numbers units (� ) alternate parts and acceptable substitutions are communicated and managed to allow for manufacturing 
flexbility with adequate control for managing quality standards (� )� 
16 �(� ) re-use of multiple product variants or product�s evolution; tracking original requirement to the final product (� )� 
17 �(� )modifications for a set of configurations (� ) specific bills-of-material views for unique product and/or tracking changes; product 
configuration alternatives with traceability for design changes, analysis of impacts, detail design, downstream processes and compatible 
effectivity (...) configured infrastructure linking product design with logical and functional definitions; configured context for product 
components design and modifications; effectivity ranges for added and modified product components; variants or state of the product (� )� 
18 �(� ) a key requirement for engineering change is the approval and notification process (� ) viewing and tracking of all changes to all 
product configurations; program deliverables with reliable and up-to-date information to all stakeholders at all times; investigation of new 
variation of product with virtual testing and performance-based decision-making; risk management (� )� 
19 This solution is based on the software products CATIA, ENOVIA, DELMIA, SIMULIA 
[DASSAULT Systèmes - DS Portfolio] 
20 Teamcenter, NX, Tecnomatic, Velocity/Solid Edge 
21 �(� ) impacts of a design change managing the relationships between parts, their technical data, and the documentation that supports them 
(� ) data assembly code; identification/status information which includes various kinds of metadata that determines the access rights and 
configuration controls for the data module; model identification (� )� 
22 "(� ) impact analysis; context monitoring; synthesis/comparison for the control of assembly relative to design; comparison of the various 
bills of materials with the original state; traceability of critical elements(� ) implied relationships between product structure and parts data 
(relative to part numbers, configuration and effectivity))� 
23 �(� ) standard numbering system; proven interoperability through a common information platform for integration [content 
interchangeability and use of context-driven content]; relationships within a subsystem and across the rest of the platform subsystems [to 
ensure the primary system complies with the most challenging requirements (from concept development through production)]: managing the 
inaction and impact of all subsystems and ultimately ensuring the collective performance of all subsystems satisfies the overall 
platform/prime system/vehicle performance requirements (� ) commonality and re-use capabilities (� ) configuration and change 
management with digital simulation (� )� 
24 �modular scenario for data management {content/identification + status data (metadata)} necessary for controlling the data module and its 
configuration; design process and variants module enhancements (links between variant filters and variant sets in design process) (� )� 
25 �(� ) fully understand the impact of product changes; collaborative solution for planning and validating the manufacturing assembly 
processes; evaluate different assembly alternatives, plan for multiple variants and management change across the entire assembly process 
lifecycle; review and adjustment of the product; multiple decisions about what elements and attributes of the specification need to be used; 
multiple lifecycle states (� )� 
[SIEMENS � Portfolio]    
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